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Abstract 
In modern applications, it is a big challenge that analyzing the order 
statistics about the most recent parts of the high-volume and high-
velocity stream data. There are some online quantile algorithms that can 
keep the sketch of the data in the sliding window and they can answer 
the quantile or rank query in a very short time. But most of them take the 
GK algorithm as the subroutine, which is not known to be mergeable. In 
this paper, we propose another algorithm to keep the sketch that 
maintains the order statistics over sliding windows. For the fixed-size 
window, the existing algorithms can’t maintain the correctness in the 
process of updating the sliding window. Our algorithm not only can 
maintain the correctness but also can achieve similar performance of the 
optimal algorithm. Under the basis of maintaining the correctness, the 
insert time and query time are close to the best results, while others can't 
maintain the correctness.  In addition to the fixed-size window algorithm, 
we also provide the time-based window algorithm that the window size 
varies over time. Last but not least, we provide the window aggregation 
algorithm which can help extend our algorithm into the distributed 
system.  

Keywords: Datastream, online algorithm, quantile problem, online 
analysis 
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Terminology  
Acronyms/Abbreviations 

CDF  Cumulative Distribution Function 

AM              The algorithm created by Arasu and Manku 

SW                  The sliding window algorithm created by Chun-Nam, 
Michae, and Ruichuan 

DBMS            Database management system 

ECM               A novel sketching technique proposed by O Papapetrou 

GK                  Greenwald-Khanna algorithm which is used to solve the 
quantile problem 

KLL                The algorithm proposed by Zohar Karnin, Kevin Lang 
, Edo Liberty which is also used to solve the quantile 
problem 

Mathematical notation 

k"                   The capacity of the compactors in height h 

H                    The layers of the compactors 

hw                   The weight of the item in the height h layer. 

ϵ  The error of our result between real quantile. 

( , )R x h             The rank of the x in the height h layer. 

k                     The size of the highest layer. 

W                    The size of the sliding window  
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1 Introduction 
The rapid development of emerging information technologies has led to 
a dramatic increase in the volume of data around the world and the 
advancement of human society into the era of big data. Applications in 
which the data is modeled best not as persistent relations but rather as 
transient data streams. Examples of such applications include financial 
applications, network monitoring, security, telecommunications data 
management, web applications, manufacturing, sensor networks, and 
others.  In the data stream model, individual data items may be relational 
tuples, e.g., network measurements, call records, web page visits, sensor 
readings, and so on. However, their continuous arrival in multiple, rapid, 
time-varying, possibly unpredictable and unbounded streams appears to 
yield some fundamentally new research problems. 

1.1 Background and problem motivation 
In all of the applications cited above, it is not feasible to simply load the 
arriving data into a traditional database management system which is  
built on the concept of persistent data sets that are stored reliably in stable 
storage and queried/updated several times throughout their lifetime 
Traditional system are not designed for rapid and continuous loading of 
individual data items, and they do not directly support the continuous 
queries that are typical of data stream applications. Furthermore, it is 
recognized that both approximation and adaptivity are key ingredients 
in executing queries and performing other processing (e.g., data analysis 
and mining) over rapid data streams, while traditional system focuses 
largely on the opposite goal of precise answers computed by stable query 
plans.  One of the challenging aspects of processing over data streams is 
that, while the length of a data stream may be unbounded, making it 
impractical or undesirable to store the entire contents of the stream, for 
many applications, it is still important to retain some ability to execute 
queries that reference past data. For example, in order to detect 
fraudulent credit card transactions, it is useful to be able to detect when 
the pattern of recent transactions for a particular account differs 
significantly from the earlier transactional history of that account. In 
order to support queries of this sort using a bounded amount of storage 
(either in memory or in a traditional DBMS), it is necessary to devise 
techniques for storing a summary or synoptic information about 
previously seen portions of data streams. 
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For those applications, the amount of data is particularly large, so we 
can’t store all the data in the memory, which means if we want to make 
decisions and detect the anomaly data online, we can't access all the data 
in a very short time. Due to the memory limit, we can’t access the data 
that is already passed away. If an approximate answer is acceptable, then 
it is possible that there are algorithms that allow you to answer these 
queries orders-of-magnitude faster. The streaming algorithm is 
considered efficient if it uses very little space, reads each data element just 
once, and takes little processing time per data element. 

These applications often have another feature: as the time goes by, the 
value of the data becomes less important. For example, in the field of 
financial monitoring, the recent transactions are more important than 
those that occurred a long time ago.  The sliding window could be a great 
solution to analysis the transactions. But if the transactions in the data 
stream are too fast and too huge, even using window can’t help reduce 
the processing time. This requires a combination of window and stream 
data processing algorithms, using streaming algorithm process the data 
in the sliding window. 

1.2 Overall Aim  
The purpose of this project is to detect the anomaly data in the data stream. 
This study can be used in different domains, for example, detecting the 
anomaly transaction in the bank, monitoring network and real-time 
analysis. For detecting the anomaly transaction in the bank, we keep 
computing the quantile of the data in the sliding window in real time. If 
the quantile of a new transaction is higher than a given up threshold or 
lower than a given down threshold, we can assume this data is an 
anomaly. Therefore, the problem I will solve in this thesis is maintaining 
stream data distribution over the sliding window. 

1.3 Concrete and verifiable goals 
To solve this problem, we split it into the following goals: 

1. Study the basic knowledge about the processing the stream data, 
especially on the quantile problem.  Read 5 papers about solutions to 
solve this problem. 

2. Study the sliding window concept in the data stream and read 3 papers 
to find the solutions about how to combine the basic processing algorithm 
into the sliding window. 
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3. Compare our algorithm with other 2 algorithms on the sliding window 
about the quantile problem. 

4. Extend the original algorithm on the whole stream data into the sliding 
window, which means the algorithm will always hold the data in the 
sliding window. 

5. Implement the algorithm on both on the fix-sized window and time-
based window. And according to the mergeable property, build the 
distributed system processing stream data in real time. 

6. Evaluate our algorithms on the space complexity, insert time 
complexity, query time complexity and correctness. 

1.4 Scope 
In the area of processing stream data, streaming algorithms are 
algorithms for processing data streams in which the input is presented as 
a sequence of items and can be examined in only a few passes (typically 
just one). In most models, these algorithms have access to limited 
memory (generally logarithmic in the size of and/or the maximum value 
in the stream). They may also have limited processing time per item. 
These constraints may mean that an algorithm produces an approximate 
answer based on a summary or "sketch" of the data stream in memory. 
There are a lot of different type of problems. In this report, we focus on 
the quantiles problem, especially in the sliding window.  The quantile of 
a value is the fraction of elements in the stream such that their value is 
less than the given one. We are not going to focus on the other problems, 
such as count distinct, most frequent items, matrix computations, and 
graph analysis. 

1.5 Outline 
Chapter 2 describes the theory about this paper, including the anomaly 
detection, quantile problem, sliding window, window aggregation and 
some related work that someone has done over the last few years. 
Chapter 3 describes the methodology of this paper, we mainly split the 
whole problem into 6 separate concrete goals.  

Chapter 4 describes the implementation of our algorithm. We have a 
whole overview of our work, which includes the data source, fixed-size 
window algorithm, time-based window algorithm and window 
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aggregation algorithm. In each part, we explain how our algorithm works 
and give the proof by mathematical derivation. 

Chapter 5 describes the result of our experiments the analysis of our 
algorithm and the comparison with other algorithms. 

Chapter 6 describes the conclusions of this paper, which sum up the work 
the author has done and gives the ethical discussion about this work. In 
the end, it gives the future work that we still can improve in some certain 
ways. 

1.6 Contributions 
Describe which parts of the work that you have conducted yourself, and 
which parts that you had help with i.e. carried out by colleagues. If the 
work is carried out in a group the report should then explain how the 
tasks were divided between authors. All co-authors should be credited in 
the work as a whole. 
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2 Theory  
2.1 Anomaly detection 

In statistics, an outlier is an observation point that is distant from other 
observations. [1] An outlier may be due to variability in the measurement 
or it may indicate an experimental error; the latter are sometimes 
excluded from the dataset. [2] An outlier can cause serious problems in 
statistical analyses. 

Outliers can occur by chance in any distribution, but they often indicate 
either measurement error or that the population has a heavy-tailed 
distribution. In the former case, one wishes to discard them or use 
statistics that are robust to outliers, while in the latter case they indicate 
that the distribution has high skewness and that one should be very 
cautious in using tools or intuitions that assume a normal distribution. A 
frequent cause of outliers is a mixture of two distributions, which may be 
two distinct sub-populations, or may indicate 'correct trial' versus 
'measurement error'; this is modeled by a mixture model. [3] 

Anomaly detection (also outlier detection) is the identification of items, 
events or observations which do not conform to an expected pattern or 
other items in a dataset [4]. Typically the anomalous items will translate 
to some kind of problem such as bank fraud, a structural defect, medical 
problems or errors in a text. Anomalies are also referred to as outliers, 
novelties, noise, deviations, and exceptions. [5] 

In particular, in the context of abuse and network intrusion detection, the 
interesting objects are often not rare objects, but unexpected bursts in 
activity. This pattern does not adhere to the common statistical definition 
of an outlier as a rare object, and many outlier detection methods (in 
particular unsupervised methods) will fail on such data unless it has been 
aggregated appropriately. Instead, a cluster analysis algorithm may be 
able to detect the small clusters formed by these patterns. [6] 

Anomaly detection is applicable in a variety of domains, such as intrusion 
detection, fraud detection, fault detection, system health monitoring, 
event detection in sensor networks, and detecting ecosystem disturbances. 
It is often used in preprocessing to remove anomalous data from the 
dataset. In supervised learning, removing the anomalous data from the 
dataset often results in a statistically significant increase in accuracy. [7] 
[8] 
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The evaluation of unsupervised outlier detection algorithms is a constant 
challenge in data mining research. Little is known regarding the strengths 
and weaknesses of different standard outlier detection models, and the 
impact of parameter choices for these algorithms. The scarcity of 
appropriate benchmark datasets with ground truth annotation is a 
significant impediment to the evaluation of outlier methods. Even when 
labeled datasets are available, their suitability for the outlier detection 
task is typically unknown. Furthermore, the biases of commonly-used 
evaluation measures are not fully understood. It is thus difficult to 
ascertain the extent to which newly-proposed outlier detection methods 
improve over established methods. Campos, Guilherme, and his partners 
perform an extensive experimental study on the performance of a 
representative set of standard k nearest neighborhood-based methods for 
unsupervised outlier detection, across a wide variety of datasets prepared 
for this purpose. Based on the overall performance of the outlier detection 
methods, we provide a characterization of the datasets themselves and 
discuss their suitability as outlier detection benchmark sets. [9] 

Tamraparni Dasu, Shankar Krishnan, Suresh Venkatasubramanian, Ke Yi 
take a general, information-theoretic approach to the change detection 
problem, which works for multidimensional as well as categorical data. 
It employs a statistical inference procedure based on the theory of 
bootstrapping, which allows us to determine whether our measurements 
are statistically significant. The scheme is also quite flexible from a 
practical perspective; it can be implemented using any spatial 
partitioning scheme that scales well with dimensionality. [10] 

Laura Rettig, Laura Rettig, and Philippe Cadre-Mauroux describe and 
empirically evaluate an online anomaly detection pipeline that satisfies 
two key conditions: generality and scalability. Their technique works on 
numerical data as well as on categorical data and makes no assumption 
on the underlying data distributions. They implement two metrics, 
relative entropy, and Pearson correlation, to dynamically detect 
anomalies. [11] 

2.2 Quantile problem 
Probability density of a normal distribution, with quartiles shown. The 
area below the red curve is the same in the intervals (-∞, Q1), (Q1, Q2), 
(Q2, Q3), and (Q3,+∞). In statistics and probability, quantiles are cut 
points dividing the range of a probability distribution into contiguous 
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intervals with equal probabilities or dividing the observations in a sample 
in the same way. There is one less quantile than the number of groups 
created. Thus quartiles are the three cut points that will divide a dataset 
into four equal-sized groups. Common quantiles have special names: for 
instance quartile, decile (creating 10 groups: see below for more). The 
groups created are termed halves, thirds, quarters, etc., though 
sometimes the terms for the quantile are used for the groups created, 
rather than for the cut points. [12] 

For the quantile problem, there are two surveys [13] [14] explain the 
status of research in terms of algorithm and theory in a very accessible 
way. In long-term research of quantile problem, there are several 
algorithms to solve this problem. Greenwald and Khanna [15] created an 
intricate deterministic algorithm (GK) that requires ((1/ ) log( ))ne eO  
space. This method improved upon a deterministic (MRL) summary of 
Manku, Rajagopalan, and Lindsay [16] and a summary implied by Munro 

and Paterson [17] which use 2((1/ )( ) )log nO 蝌  space. But Pankaj K. 
Agarwal, et al. [18] prove that GK algorithm is not known to be fully 
mergeable. Karnin, Lang, and Liberty [19] created the optimal quantile 
algorithm as KLL, the best version of this algorithm requires 
((1/ ) (1/ )loglogO 蝌  The KLL algorithm is the optimal until now both in 

terms of space and processing time. 

2.3 Sliding window 
Michele Dallachiesa, Gabriela Jacques-Silva, Bu˘gra Gedik, Kun-Lung 
Wu and Themis Palpanas study the challenges arising from existential 
uncertainty, more specifically the management of count-based sliding 
windows, which are a basic building block of stream processing 
applications. They extend the semantics of sliding window to define the 
novel concept of uncertain sliding windows and provide both exact and 
approximate algorithms for managing windows under existential 
uncertainty. [20] 

For the quantile problem over the sliding window, Lin [21] was the first 
one to address the quantile approximation in the sliding window model. 

And he achieved space usage 
2

( ) 1( )log We
e e

+O . Arasu and Manku [22] 

improved this too 1 1( )log logW
e e

O . These algorithms are both based on 

splitting the window into small chunks and then using quantile algorithm 
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to summarize each chunk. Chun-Nam, Michae, and Ruichuan [23] 
proposed a sliding window algorithm called exponential histograms and 
used the GK algorithm as a subroutine, which is considered the best 
algorithm until now, to the author knows.  

2.4 Window aggregation 
An aggregation is a function from a collection of data items to an 
aggregate value. In sliding window aggregation, the input collection 
consists of a window over the most recent data items in a stream. Here, a 
stream is a potentially infinite sequence of data items, and the decision on 
which data items are most recent at any point in time is given by a 
window policy. A sliding-window aggregation algorithm updates the 
aggregate value, often using incremental-computation techniques, as the 
window contents change over timeFor the window aggregate problem. 
[24] 

Stream processing is important for analyzing continuous streams of data 
in real time. Sliding-window aggregation is both needed for many 
streaming applications and surprisingly hard to do efficiently. Picking the 
wrong aggregation algorithm causes poor performance, and knowledge 
of the right algorithms and when to use them is scarce. This paper [25] 
was written to accompany a tutorial, but can be read as a stand-alone 
survey that aims to better educate the community about fast sliding-
window aggregation algorithms for a variety of common aggregation 
operations and window types. 

Odysseas Papapetrou, Minos Garofalakis, Antonios Deligiannakis 
introduce a novel sketching technique (termed ECM-sketch) that allows 
effective summarization of streaming data over both time-based and 
count-based sliding windows with probabilistic accuracy guarantees. 
Our sketch structure enables point as well as inner-product queries and 
can be employed to address a broad range of problems, such as 
maintaining frequency statistics, finding heavy hitters, and computing 
quantiles in the sliding-window model. Focusing on distributed 
environments, we demonstrate how ECM-sketches of individual, local 
streams can be composed to generate a (low-error) ECM-sketch summary 
of the order-preserving aggregation of all streams; furthermore, we show 
how ECM-sketches can be exploited for continuous monitoring of 
sliding-window queries over distributed streams. [26] 
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2.5 Related work 
Before our work, there are some people have some contributions to the 
quantile problem over the sliding the window. Here are three famous 
methods, which are the AM algorithm, SW algorithm, and Lin algorithm. 

2.5.1 AM algorithm 
Arasu and Manku have proposed a method called AM algorithm.  Arasu 
and Manku studied ε-approximate summaries over a data stream for 
quantile problem. They develop an "extension" technique that can 
maintain ε -approximate summaries by applying existing techniques 
multiple times. Then they added a merge algorithm that combines the 
different layers into a coherent summary. This summary will be a ε-
approximate summary. [22] 

2.5.2 SW algorithm 
Chun-Nam Yu proposed another method to deal with the quantile 
problem over the sliding window. They extend the popular Greenwald-
Khanna algorithm for approximating quantiles in the unbounded stream 
model into the sliding window model, getting improved runtime 
guarantees over the existing algorithm. They have designed a sliding 
window algorithm for histogram maintenance with improved query time 
behavior, making it more suitable than the existing algorithm for 
applications such as system monitoring. Experimental comparison 
confirms that our algorithm provides competitive space usage and 
approximation error while improving the runtime and query time. [23] 

2.5.3 Lin algorithm 
Xuemin Lin, Hongjun Lu, Jian Xu,  Jeffrey Xu Yu study the problem of 
continuously maintaining quantile summary of the most recently 
observed N elements over a stream so that quantile queries can be 
answered with a guaranteed precision of ϵN. We developed a space-
efficient algorithm for pre-defined N that requires only one scan of the 
input data stream. We also developed an algorithm that maintains 
quantile summaries for most recent N elements so that quantile queries 
on any most recent n elements (n ≤  N ) can be answered with a 
guaranteed precision of ϵ n. Furthermore, They also proposed new 
techniques for an n-of-N model which we believe has wide applications. 
As our performance study indicated, the algorithms proposed for both 
models provide much more accurate quantile estimates than the 
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guaranteed precision while requiring much smaller space than the worst-
case bounds. [21] 
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3 Methodology 
From the previous part, we split the problem into 6 separate concrete 
goals.  

To achieve goal 1, firstly, we go to the Wikipedia to find the definition of 
the processing algorithm and the quantile problem. Then, watch some 
related video on the youtube, get an overview of this area. In the end, 
search 5 papers on the google scholar. Get to know the existing solutions 
to this problem gradually by reading these papers. 

To achieve goal 2, similarly, make the window concept clear by reading 
the definition on Wikipedia. Find 3 papers about how to processing 
stream data over a sliding window, especially for the quantile problem. 
Sum up the universal methods of solving this problem. 

To achieve goal 3, we collate the existing solutions about the quantile 
problem over a sliding window. As we know, the algorithm can store the 
stream data sketch in the small space. We can consider this sketch as the 
whole data within a certain margin of error. The algorithm contains two 
operations, one is the insert operation which represents the update of the 
sliding window, another is the query operation that you need to answer 
the quantile query about the data in the sliding window. So the 
performance is related to the insert time and query time. In addition, we 
also need to analyze the correctness, considering the algorithm returns 
the approximate result. In the end, We analyze the result of different 
algorithms on the space complexity, insert complexity, query complexity 
and correctness. 

To achieve goal 4, we try to extend the KLL algorithm over the whole 
stream data into the sliding window. Firstly, we create the fixed-size 
window algorithm that the window size is not changed with the update 
process of the sliding window. When the window is full, one new element 
comes and the oldest element pop out the window. Then we create the 
time-based window algorithm, we want to analyze the last 30 minutes 
data. Every element has the timestamp, we just pop the element whose 
timestamp is out of date. After we figure out the theory of the algorithm, 
we try to implement the algorithm. After we implement the algorithm, 
we do some basic tests to see the correctness of our algorithm. We draw 
two different figures, which are the CDF of the real data in the sliding 
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window and the data store in our algorithm. If these two looks similar, 
we can assume our algorithm works. 

To achieve goal 5, we provide not only the fixed-size window version but 
also the time-based window version. In addition, we also provide the 
general distributed system structure, according to the mergeable 
property of our algorithm. Then we are going to use the docker as the 
container/server of the service of our algorithm, we split the stream data 
into several parts and then put them into different servers. Then merge 
the sketches of the different servers to get the whole view of the stream 
data. 

To achieve goal 6, we try to write the pseudo code, which can help others 
understand our algorithm and help us to analyze the algorithm. Then, we 
derive the space complexity, insert time complexity, query time 
complexity and the correctness of our algorithm by mathematical proof. 
Then compare the result of our algorithm with other existing algorithms. 
then analyze the advantage the disadvantages of our algorithm. In the 
end, do the experiments with different algorithms using the same data set 
to see the performance of our algorithm and get the conclusion of this 
algorithm. 
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4 Implementation 
The problem is going to be that how to maintain the stream data 
distribution in the sliding window, which can answer the quantile or rank 
query in a very short time.  We use a sketch to store the summary of the 
data in the sliding window. With the arrival of new data, we update the 
sliding window and its summary in a very short time. When a query 
comes, we can find the rank or the quantile of this value by using the 
sketch.  Our results should keep in low error with the real quantile or rank.  

Quantiles and Rank: the e  (0 1e£ £ ) of a set S  is an element x  such that 

| |Se elements  S  are less than or equal to x . Given a set of elements 1x , . . . , 

nx , the rank of x  in a stream S as ( )R x s=∣∣, which represents the number 

of elements such that ix x£ . And the quantile of a value x  is the fraction 

of elements in the stream such that ix x£ . Figure 4.1 shows a sample 
sequence of data generated from a data stream where each data element 
is represented by a value and the arrival order of data elements is from 
left to right. The total number of data elements in the sequence is 16. The 
sorted order of the sequence is 1, 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,10,10,11,11,11,12. So, 
0.5-quantile returns the element ranked 8 (=0.5*16), which is 8; and 
0.75quantile returns an element 10 which ranks 12 in the sequence. 

 

Figure 4.1. a data stream with arrival time-stamps 

A quantile summary for a data sequence of N elements is ϵ-approximate 
if, for any given rank r, it returns a value whose rank 𝑟% is guaranteed to 
be within the interval [r − ϵ N, r + ϵ N]. 

Sliding window: sliding window shows the recent data of the whole data 
stream. A data stream is a sequence of data elements made available over 
time. At any point in time, a sliding window over a stream is a bag of last 
N elements of the stream seen so far. A data stream is a real-time, 
continuous, ordered sequence of items. Processing queries over data 
streams, which are expected to run continuously and return new answers 
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as new data arrive, introduces novel challenges such as adapting query 
plans in response to changing stream arrival rates, sharing resources 
among similar queries, and generating approximate answers in limited 
space. Additionally, some continuous queries are not computable in 
bounded memory (e.g. the Cartesian product of two infinite streams), 
some relational operators are blocking because they must consume the 
entire input before any results are produced (e.g. join or group-by), and 
users may be interested only in the most recent data. These three 
problems may be solved by restricting the range of continuous queries to 
a sliding window of manageable size. 

For example, now the sliding window has the data - ‘2,5,1,3,6,4,7,8’, our 
streaming algorithm can compact the data into a smaller sketch. When a 
new query comes, what is the quantile of the value ‘4’ of these data in the 
sliding window? And the answer will be 0.5, which equals the number of 
the elements that are less than the given value. In the real world, the 
sliding window size could be very huge, it will be very efficient if we use 
the streaming algorithm to keep the sketch of these data in the sliding 
window.  

In this paper, we propose a method that can maintain the stream data 
distribution over sliding window including fixed-size window and time-
based window. Our algorithm also has the merge property, which gives 
the opportunity to extend our algorithm to the distributed environment. 
Figure 4.2 describes the overview of our study, we provide three different 
models to process the stream data, all of them can answer the quantile 
query. 
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Figure 4.2. overview structure 

4.1 Data source 
In this paper, we are going to use the simulated transactions data in the 
bank as the test set. Below is the simple example of our data. Actually, 
only the timestamp and value property are what we focus. Then we create 
a service that can keep getting the element from the database and transfer 
the data to the servers that are deployed different algorithms. In this way, 
we are trying to simulate the transactions in the bank. 

 Table 1. transaction data 

ID Timestamp Value From To 

1 2018/5/14 17:28:32 2000 Jane Talyor 

2 2018/5/14 17:29:14 3000 Talyor Jane 

3 2018/5/14 17:29:54 3924 Tom Jerry 
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4 2018/5/14 17:29:57 1038 Jerry Jack 

5 2018/5/14 17:30:12 8923 Willam Anna 

  

4.2 The algorithm over the whole stream 
We firstly begin the work of [19] [18]. Here is the basic data structure for 
the algorithm -- a compactor. A compactor can store k  elements and each 
element has a weight w . The algorithm has a compaction operation, which 
can compact its k  elements into / 2k  elements of weight 2w . For the 
quantile problem, the requirement is that the items in the compactor are 
sorted. During the compact operation, either the even or the odd elements 
in the sequence are chosen. The unchosen elements are discarded. The 
weight of the chosen elements is doubled. The error of the rank estimation 
before and after the compaction defers by at most w  regardless of k . The 
new element first comes to the first layer. When the first layer is full, 
compact the data in this layer and put the results into the second layer. 
When the second layer is full, do the similar operation and so on. Figure 
4.3. shows the structure of the compactor. 

 

Figure 4.3. Data structure. 
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We define the H as the numbers of the compactors and different 
compactor has its own capacity in different heights, denoted by hk  with 
the indexes by their hight 1,...,h HÎ . The weight of elements at hight h  is 

12hhw
-= . Due to the compact operation, the capacity of any functioning 

compactor must be at least 2. For brevity, we set Hk k= . it gives that 
H h

hk kc -³  for (0.5,1)cÎ . Figure 4.4 shows an illustration of a single 
compactor with 6 items performing a single compaction operation. The 
rank of a query remains unchanged if its rank in the compactor is even. If 
it is odd, its rank is increased or decreased by w with equal probability 
by the compaction operation. For the details of this algorithm, see the 
Appendix A: Source Code. 

 

Figure 4.4. An illustration of a single compactor with 6 items 

Theorem 1. By using these compactors, this sketch uses the space 
((1/ ) (1/ ) ( ))log log n+  to store the quantile summary of the data 

stream. This sketch can also be merged, which makes it possible to extend 
to the distributed application. 
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4.3 Fixed-size window algorithm 
One of our contributions is to create an adaptation of the algorithm above, 
which can be used in the sliding fixed-size window. As we talk before, a 
traditional method of the sliding window contains three operations, 
query, insert, delete. But for the special data structure -- compactor, the 
most difficult part is the element in different compactor has different 
weight with respect to the height. That means that one element doesn't 
represent itself, it has the weight, it records the number of compaction 
operation. So in the fixed-size window situation, we could not just delete 
the oldest element when the new element comes. So we use a little bit 
tricky method to help to determine if it is the time to delete the last 
element in the structure.   

Here is the algorithm that we combine the add and delete operation 
together. First, we have two conditions, one is that the current window is 
not full, which means we can continue to put the data into the sketch. 
Another is that the current window is full, which means the sketch has 
contained W elements, with the new elements, come in, the old elements 
should be discarded from the sketch. Note that the oldest element must 
be in the highest compactor, for example, Hk  represents the capacity of 

the highest compactor and Hw  represents the weight of the per element 
in the highest compactor. Our goal is to discard the oldest element in the 
window, according to the structure, when the new Hw  elements come in, 
theoretically, the oldest element in the window can be discarded. Due to 
the compression operation, for every layer, the data are in order, we can 
compress the oldest element in this layer with its surrounding elements, 
so we create an array to trigger compaction operation. For the highest 
compactor, to restore the compaction operation, we pretend to do one 
compress for the two elements--deleting the oldest two elements. For 
other compactors, if the trigger is on, find the oldest element and its 
neighbor, discard one with the same probability and put the other into 
the next compactor. In the end, update the trigger. Note that the insert 
operation is finding the correct position to keep elements in the order in 
the compactors. Figure 4.4 describes the process of the updating of the 
fixed-size window algorithm. 
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Figure 4.5. The process of updating fixed-size window. 

From the Figure 4.5. We can explain the process of fixed-size window 
algorithm in this way. For each layer, when the trigger is on, find the 
oldest element and its neighbor, discard one of them with equal 
probability and put the other into the next layer. For the last layer, after 
2w_H elements come, the trigger of this layer is on, discard the oldest 
element and its neighbor. The red circle represents the discarded one 
and yellow circle represents the one should be put into next layer. Below 
is the Algorithm 1, which gives the explanation from the point of the 
algorithm. For the details of our algorithm, see the Appendix A: Source 
Code. 
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Theorem 2. Our algorithm with W length window has space complexity 

is 1 1( ( ( ))log log W+
蝌

 update time complexity is ((1/ ) (1/ ))logO 蝌  

and query complexity 1 1 1 1( ( ( ))( ( ) ( ( ))log log log W log log-O
蝌 蝌

. The 

correctness of our algorithm is that the rank query procedure returns a 
value v  with a rank between ( )q W-  and ( )q W+ . 

Proof.  When the window is full, it means that this data structure is 
confirmed and it can store W  elements. Then we look at the data 
structure. Firstly, we know that the second compactor from the top 
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compacted its elements at least once. Therefore 2
1 1 12

H
H H HW k w k -
- - -³ =  

which gives 

1( / ) 2 ( / ) 2HH log W k log W ck-£ + £ +                                       (1) 

we define hm  to represent the number of compact operations at height h . 

  1/ 2 (2 / ) / 2 (2 / )H h H H h
h h hm W k w W c k c- - -£ £ £                        (2) 

Then we use ( , )R x h  to represent the rank of x  at height h . Note that each 
compaction operation in level h  either leaves the rank of x  unchanged or 
adds hw  or subtract hw  with equal probability. Therefore, 

,
1

( , ) ( , ) ( , 1)
hm

h i h
i

err x h R x h R x h w X
=

= - - =å , where ,[ ] 0i hX =E  and ,| | 1i hX £ . 

The final discrepancy between the real rank of x  and our approximate 

rank 
~
( ) ( , )R x R x H=  is 

,
1 1 1 1

( , ) ( ,0) ( , ) ( , 1) ( , ) .
hmH H H

h i h
h h h i

R x H R x R x h R x h err x h w X
= = = =

- = - - = =å å åå      (3) 

Lemma (Hoeffding) 

Let 1,..., mx X  be independent random variables, each with an expected 

value of zero, taking values in the range [ , ]i iw w- . Then for any t>0, we 
got 

                               
2

21

1

[| | ] 2 ( )
2

m

i m
i

i
i

tPr X t exp
w=

=

> £ -å
å

                                     (4) 

According to the Hoeffding's inequality, and we let W  be the total error. 
We can get the inequality below: 

2 2

,
1 1 2

1 1

[| ( , ) ( ,0) | ] [ ] 2 ( )
2

h

h

mH

h i h mH
h i

h
h i

WPr R x H R x W Pr w X W exp
w= =

= =

- ³ = > £ -åå
åå

蝌  (5) 

A computation shows that 
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1
2 2 1 2 1 2

1 1 1 1

(2 / ) (2 )( ) 2 2
2 4 (2 1) 8(2 1)

hm H HH H H
H h h H

h h h
h i h h

c c c cw m w
c c

-
- - -

= = = =

= £ £ £
- -åå å å   (6) 

Substituting Equation 1 and 6 into Equation 5 and setting (2 1) / 4C c c= -  
we get  the inequality 

2 2[| ( , ) ( ,0) | ] 2 ( )Pr R x H R x W exp C k- ³ £ -蝌                        (7) 

Note that the algorithm has H  compactors and H h
hk kc -³ , and (0.5,1)cÎ , 

we let 1H h
hk kc -é ùê ú= + . In our algorithm, the total space usage includes 

two parts: the compactors and the trigger arrays, which is 
1

( 2 )
H

h
h
k H

=

+åO . 

1
2 / (1 ) 4 ( ( / )

H

h
h
k H k c H k log W k

=

+ £ - + = +å O                       (8) 

According to Equation 7 and requiring failure probability at most d  we 
conclude that it suffices to set ( / ) (2 / )k C log d= . Then we set ( )d =W  
suffices to union bound over the failure probabilities of (1/ )  different 
quantiles. This provides a fixed-window algorithm for the quantiles 
problem of space  ((1/ ) (1/ ) ( ))log log W+ . 

When the window is full, from the algorithm, we can see, after two 
elements come, we need do one find operation based on the time data 
arrives and one insert operation which inserts the chosen data into the 
next layer, which needs to find the correct position to make the elements 
in this layer are still in order. In the first layer, we need to traverse the 
elements of this layer to find the oldest element and use binary search in 
the second layer to find the position to insert. After four elements come, 
there will be one find operation and one insert operation in the second 
layer and two equal operations described above in the first layer, etc. So 
we can get the time cost per m  elements, 

1 2 2 3 3 4 12 3 1( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )) ... ( ( ))
2 2 2 2 2H H HH H
m m m m mk log k k log k k log k k log k k--+ + + + + + + + +

. Based on the knowledge H h
hk kc -£  and (0.5,1)cÎ , the amortized time is 
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1
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( ( )) ( ( ))
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1 1 1( ) (( ) ) ( ( ) ) (( ) ( ))
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2 2 1 2

H H
H h H h

h h Hh H h H
h h

H H H
h H h h H h
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H H

H
H

m m m mk log k K kc log kc k

m m

log k k c log c
c

c
clog k k log c H k

c

- -
- - -

+
= =

- -
- -

= = =

-
-

+ + + +
£ =

+ +

-
= - + + - + =

-

å å

å å å

O

               (9) 

According to the previous knowledge, the final update time complexity 
is ((1/ ) (1/ ))logO 蝌  

The query operation is to find all the elements stored in the which 
compactors which are less than the given value and sum their weights 
together. Considering the compactors always contains the sorted 
elements, we could use the binary search to find the elements which 
values are less than the given one, which gives the query time 

1 1

( 1)( ( )) ( ( )) ( ) ( )
2

( ( )) ( ( ) ( ))

H H
H h

h
h h

H Hlog k log ck Hlog k log c

WHlog k log log k
k

-

= =

-
£ = +

= =

å å

O O
                           (10) 

According to the previous knowledge,  of the final time complexity is 
1 1 1 1( ( ( ))( ( ) ( ( ))log log log W log log-O
蝌 蝌

 

During the execution of our algorithm, the height of compactors is not 
changed. Every compactor can have two more elements at most and each 
compactor still leaves the rank of the x unchanged or add 𝑤* or subtract 
𝑤* with equal probability. For the layer h, the err(x, h) is unchanged. So, 
the total error is still the same. This means that our algorithm can 
maintain the same correctness that the rank query procedure returns a 
value v with a rank between (q-ϵ)W and (q+ϵ)W. 

At the end of this part, we also provide another version of the fixed-size 
sliding window. The trigger array is a little bit different, in this time, we 
didn’t count to 2, we count to	𝑘-, that equals to the size of the first layer.  
So for the first layer, new 	𝑘- data come, do one compact operation and 
the 	𝑘- elements come to the second layer. Then in the second layer, we 
need to find another 	𝑘- elements to compact with the new 	𝑘-. We use a 
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top 	𝑘- min heap to store the min 	𝑘- elements. Here is a problem we need 
to mention that we can’t just find the 	𝑘- elements in the second layer, 
because the elements in of the heap maybe the neighbor in the second 
layer. So we use the top element in the heap and find its neighbor in the 
second layer and compact these two elements. Then update the heap, 
remember the top of the heap is always the oldest element. Do 	𝑘- times 
and put the 	𝑘- elements into the next layer. If the next don’t have the 
	𝑘-	elements then just wait, else, do the compact operation. In this way, 
we can use the heap to find the oldest element, it can save the find oldest 
element time.  

 

Figure 4.6. The process of another fixed-size window algorithm 

By using this way of updating the window, it will improve the insert time, 
especially the find oldest element time. To calculate the insert time, we 
consider 	𝑘-𝑚 elements come, so: 
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 for the first layer, the time is 	𝑘-log	(	𝑘- )+		𝑘-	𝑘3, 

for the second layer, the time is  	𝑘-log	(	𝑘- )+		𝑘-	𝑘4,  

for the third layer, the time is 	𝑘-log	(	𝑘- )+		𝑘-	𝑘5, 

… 

for the layer before the highest layer, the time is 	𝑘-log	(	𝑘- )+		𝑘-	𝑘6 

for the highest layer, the time is 	𝑘-log	(	𝑘- ) 

After  	𝑘-𝑚 elements come, the operation time in the first layer is 7
38

 , the 
operation time in the second layer is 7

39
 ,  the operation time in the third 

layer is 7
3:

… the operation time in the layer before the highest layer is 
7

3;<=
 ,           the operation time in the highest layer is   7

3;<:
 . so the 

average time is  

						>
:8
	(	?9@AB	(	?9	)D		?9	?:)		D		

>
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	?97	
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 = O( -
38
𝑘3 +

-
39
𝑘4 +

-
3:
𝑘5 + ⋯

-
3;<=

𝑘6).                                                         (11) 

According to the 𝑘* = 𝑘𝑐6J*, the final time is O(k).  

The insert time complexity is still the same as the previous one, so this 
improvement didn’t improve so much performance, only the time that is 
used to find the oldest element in per layer. And use more storage to save 
achieve this improvement.  

4.4 Time-based window algorithm 

For the time-based window, when a new item comes, put it into the first 
compactor. Then if the compactor is full, do the compress operation. 
Based on the time the new item contains, compute the window threshold. 
Then do the delete operation, for every item stored in the compactors, if 
its time beyond the threshold, delete the item. For the details of our 
algorithm, see the Appendix A: Source Code. Algorithm 2 describes the 
progress of the time-based window algorithm. 
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Theorem Setting W% to the elements in the current time-based window, 
our algorithm with time-based window has update time 
((1/ ) (1/ ) ( ))log log W ¢+  and query time 

((1/ ) (1/ ) ( ))log log W ¢+ . 

Proof  Note that every update operation needs traverse all the elements to delete 
the expired elements. The space usage is ((1/ ) (1/ ) ( ))log log W ¢+ . So the 

update time is ((1/ ) (1/ ) ( ))log log W ¢+ . Similarly, the query operation 

also needs to traverse all the data, which gives ((1/ ) (1/ ) ( ))log log W ¢+  
query time. 

4.5 Window aggregate algorithm 
Aggregating two windows means that merge the sketches of the two 
windows. Firstly, let the small one grow until it has at least as many 
compactors as the other. Then, Append the elements in same height 
compactors. Each level that contains more than k"  elements need the 
compaction operation. Algorithm 3 describes the processing of the 
window aggregation. 
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According to this mergeable property, we can extend our algorithm to the 
distributed environment, which can handle more huge data. Here is our 
distributed system structure, when the data comes, it will first come to 
the process point and then will be allocated to the different machines. 
Every machine uses our algorithm to sketch the stream data separately. 
Then merge all the sketches together. For example, if we want to analyze 
the data in the last 5 minutes. The data stream will be allocated to three 
nodes with Round-Robin Scheduling and every node only need to update 
1/3 data. Then after every 30 seconds, we merge all the sketches into the 
final sketch. In this way, we can consider the final sketch maintains the 
order statistics of the last 5 minutes data. If we want to do some queries, 
we can get the approximate result from the final sketch. Figure 4.7 
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describes the progress of the window aggregation.

 

Figure 4.7.  distributed system structure 

From the figure 4.7, we can explain the process in this way, the time 
resolution is 5 minutes. After every 30 seconds, we aggregate all the 
windows and get the final sketch. Then we query the final sketch for 
analyzing the order statistics of the recent 5 minutes. For the details of our 
algorithm, see the Appendix A: Source Code. 
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5 Results 
We implemented our fixed-size window algorithm and compared it 
against the approach from the SW-GK and AM-GK. The experiments 
were run on an AMD Opteron 1.9 GHz CPU computer with 16 Gb of 
memory running Window 10. The datasets contained 	10N  entries and 
they are all the simulation data. 

But here is a difficulty in comparison experiments, ε  is the given 
parameter. If the ε is small, which means the results are more accurate, in 
contrast, if the	ε is large, the error between approximate result and the 
real result could be larger. However, our algorithm is based on the KLL 
algorithm, which uses the parameter k to build the data structure –
compactors. During the derivation of space complexity and time 
complexity, we can get the relationship between 	ε  and k. But the 
relationship is not fixed, which means we can not just use the k to 
represent the	ε during the experiments. Here is the explanation in the 
original paper. 

 

 

Due to this situation, we do the experiments separately, our algorithm 
uses the different k and different window size W, and the other algorithm 
uses the different	ε	and different window size W. 

Here is an example of the summary of the quantile problem. See the figure 
5.1 and figure 5.1 for more details. Figure 5.1 shows the distribution of a 
summary of the data. And figure 5.2 shows the distribution of the original 
data. The two figures are similar in certain ways, so we can consider our 
algorithm can maintain the distribution of the stream data. 
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Figure 5.1. The CDF of the data after the quantile algorithm. 

From the figure, we can see that distribution of the data. The data 
concentrated in the Interval [0-20], [35-50], [70-90]. And remember this is 
the result of our algorithm, which means we use the compacted data to 
draw this figure. This figure shows the distribution of the summary of 
the original data.  

 

Figure 5.2. The CDF of original data. 
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Figure 5.2 shows the distribution of the original data, which uses all the 
data to draw this figure. From this figure, we can see that the 
distribution of the data. The data also concentrated in the Interval [0-20], 
[35-50], [70-90]. These two figures are very similar in some certain ways. 
We can say that after the compact operation, the storage of the data is 
less than the before, but the distribution is not changed within the 
margin of error. So, according to the figures, we can intuitively say our 
algorithm can maintain the distribution of the data. 

5.1 Insert time 
Firstly, we calculate the CPU time of our algorithm, SW-GK, and AM-GK 
on the same dataset(inserts only, no queries). The number of entries is up 
to 10N . Our algorithm has 4 different values of k, 32,64,128,256 and 
window size has 3 values 105, 10Q, 10R . The other algorithms have 6 
different values of  ε , 0.001 0.002,0.005,0.01,0.02,0.05 and the window size 
also has 3 values 105, 10Q, 10R. Figure 5.3 shows the running result of our 
algorithm with the k = 32 and window size is 10Q .  

 

Figure 5.3. The running result of the insert operation 

From the figure, we can see the start time is 1527350066.2951035 and the 
end time is  1527350184.586766.  So the update time of the whole 10N 
entries are 118.2916624546051. Our experiments include the read and split 
operation of the origin data. So we need to subtract the time of reading 
and split operation. And after several tests, we get an average time of 
reading and split operation which is about 67 sec. So the final insert time 
of our algorithm is 118.2916624546051 – 67 = 51.3. 

The datasets contained 	10N  entries and during the process of our 
algorithm, the new element comes to our fixed-size window and the 
oldest element pop from the window.  We record the CPU time usage.  
We change the parameter k and the window size W and run the algorithm 
separately and get the following results. Like the example we talk about 
before, we changed the parameter k and the W and get one result with 
respect to the k and W. After we tested all the results of different 
parameters, we record them with a table. For the details of our 
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experiments, see the Appendix A: Source Code. So table 2 records the 
results of insert time of our algorithm. 

Table 2. Our results of different parameters about the insert time  

 k=32 k=64 k=128 k=256 

1.00E+04 52.9 45.3 42.8 36.2 

1.00E+05 51.3 46 39.5 39.3 

1.00E+06 58.8 44.8 40.12 37.3 

According to the table 2, if we want to get an intuitive understanding of 
the results of our fixed-size algorithm, we draw a line chart. Figure 5.4 
shows the results of our algorithm. 

 

Figure 5.4. The insert time result of our algorithm 

From figure 5.4, we can see when the window size W changes, the time is 
stable, which means it will not be affected by the window size. This also 
gives the opportunity to handle more huge data. With the k increases, the 
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time increases slowly. Due to the reason, we say before we can’t just 
compare our algorithm and others. So we draw another figure that 
describes the results of the other two algorithms,  
AM algorithm, and SW-GK algorithm. The epsilon has 6 different values, 
which are 0.001, 0.002, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05. And the window size W has 
3 different values, which are 105, 10Q, 10R.	Table 3 records the insert time 
result of SWGK algorithm while the parameters changes. 

Table 3. The insert time results of SW-GK 

 epsilon=
0.001 

epsilon=
0.002 

epsilon=
0.005 

epsilon=
0.01 

epsilon=
0.02 

epsilon=
0.05 

W=1
E4 

20 11 10 16 14 12 

W=1
E5 

11 20 40 44 38 36 

W=1
E6 

84 132 122 98 66 96 

 

Figure 5.5 shows the SWGK algorithm results visually in the form of a 
line chart. 
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Figure 5.5. The insert time result of SW-GK 

From the figure 5.5, we can see that when the window size is very huge 
the performance is getting worse. And the Epsilon has a very little effect 
on the insert time. Then we use the AM algorithm do the same 
experiments that we use the same epsilon and W and we get the follow 
results. Table 4 records the insert time result of AM algorithm. 

Table 4. The insert time results of AM algorihtm 

AM epsilon=
0.001 

epsilon=
0.002 

epsilon=
0.005 

epsilon=
0.01 

epsilon=
0.02 

epsilon=
0.05 

W=1
E4 

320 302 187 108 64 52 

W=1
E5 

630 297 102 69 46 40 

W=1
E6 

288 92 50 45 36 32 
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Figure 5.6 shows the AM algorithm results visually in the form of a line 
chart.  

 

 

Figure 5.6. The insert time result of AM algorithm 

From the figure 5.6, we can get that when is an error is required not little, 
all the three different window size can get a very good result. But if we 
want the precise result, AM algorithm need more time to update the 
whole data structure. So the performance is not very good when the 
epsilon is required very little.  

From these figures, we can see our result is more stable and is not affected 
by the window size, so it is more suitable for the bigger window. When 
is an error is required very little, our result is much better than AM, but 
not as good as the SW-GK. And when the window size is pretty big the 
SW-GK will slow down, as the figures show, when the window size is 
10R, our result is similar to the result of SW-GK.  

5.2 Query time 
The parameters are still same as the above insert time experiment. When 
we calculate the query time, we simulated a query-heavy workload by 
running quantile queries from 1% up to 100% in 1% increments every 
2000 stream elements.  Figure 5.6 shows the running result of our 
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algorithm with the k equals 256 and the window size equals 10000. 

 

Figure 5.7. The running result of query operation 

And due to the running test includes the insert time and query time. So 
we need to subtract the insert time. For example, here the total time is 
118.5806474685669 and insert time is 107.86223397254944. For the details of 
our experiments, see the Appendix A: Source Code. The final query time is 
10.7.  

Like the simple example we give before, we changed the parameter k and 
the W and get one result with respect to the k and W. After we tested all 
the results of different parameters, we record them with a table. For the 
details of our experiments, see the Appendix A: Source Code. Table 5 
shows the query time of our algorithm.  

Table 5. The results of different parameters about the query time  

 k=32 k=64 k=128 k=256 

4 5.6 5.16 8.01 10.74 

5 5.19 6.93 8.78 10.05 

6 1.28 11.58 6.88 11.88 

 

According to the table 5, as we did before, we also draw a figure based 
on the table to get an intuitive view of the result. Figure 5.8 shows the 
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results of our algorithm. 

 

Figure 5.8. The insert time result of our algorithm 

From the figure 5.8, we can see that the time will increase if the k increases. 
We also do the similar experiments on the same dataset by using the other 
two algorithms, SWGK algorithm, and AM algorithm. draw another 
figure that describes the results of the other two algorithms,  
AM algorithm, and SW-GK algorithm. The epsilon has 6 different values, 
which are 0.001, 0.002, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05. And the window size W has 
3 different values, which are 105, 10Q, 10R.	Table 6 records the query time 
result of SWGK algorithm while the parameters changes. 

Table 6. The SWGK query time results of different parameters 

SW
GK 

epsilon=
0.001 

epsilon=
0.002 

epsilon=
0.005 

epsilon=
0.01 

epsilon=
0.02 

epsilon=
0.05 

W=1
E4 

22 16 7 6 5 4 

W=1
E5 

19 13 7 6 5 4 
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W=1
E6 

20 18 17 16 14 13 

 

Here we also draw line chart to describes the query time result of the SW-
GK algorithm. 

 

Figure 5.9. The query time result of the SW-GK algorithm  

Form the figure 5.9, we can see that the when the epsilon increase, the 
query time will decrease. So it means that the Epsilon has a negative 
correlation with the query time. Then we did the similar experiments on 
the same dataset by using the AM algorithm. We use the table 7 to record 
the result of the query time. 

Table 7. The AM query time results of different parameters 

AM epsilon=
0.001 

epsilon=
0.002 

epsilon=
0.005 

epsilon=
0.01 

epsilon=
0.02 

epsilon=
0.05 

W=1
E4 

530 558 548 280 160 47 
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W=1
E5 

1320 1219 610 278 159 47 

W=1
E6 

1317 1220 607 283 161 47 

Then we use a line chart to intuitively describe the query time result of 
AM algorithm. 

 

Figure 5.10. The query time result of AM algorithm  

From the figure 5.10, we can get that the window size 105, 10Q can get the 
similar result. And when the epsilon is required very little, the query time 
will be very long. It means that AM algorithm is not suitable for the 
precise computing. 

From these figures, we can see our result is much better than the AM 
algorithm and even a little bit better than SW-GK when is an error is 
required very little. In general, our algorithm can get the similar 
performance with the best algorithm SW-GK until now. 

5.3 Results discuss 
Considering the time complexity, table 4 summarizes the time complexity 
results of different algorithms. For the insertion part, through our 
algorithm is not as good as the SW-GK, but it is more stable and it is not 
affected by the amount of data. So, it is more suitable for the bigger 
window. When the window size is pretty big, the SW-GK will slow down 
When is an error is required very little, our result is much better than AM, 
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but not as good as the SW-GK.  To sum up, our algorithm is more suitable 
for big window size and the performance if much better than the AM 
algorithm when the error is required very little and can get the similar 
result with the SW-GK when the window size is pretty big. And For the 
query part, our algorithm is much better than the AM-GK and is close to 
the SW-GK, which is the best result until now. 

Table 8. Comparison of algorithms 

 

For the correctness. during the execution of our algorithm, the height of 
compactors is not changed. Every compactor can have two more elements 
at most and each compactor still leaves the rank of the x unchanged or 
add 𝑤* or subtract 𝑤* with equal probability. For the layer h, the err(x, h) 
is unchanged. So, the total error is still the same. This means that our 
algorithm can maintain the same correctness that the rank query 
procedure returns a value v with a rank between (q-ϵ)W and (q+ϵ)W.Bo 
th SW-GK and AM-GK take GK algorithm as a subroutine. The GK 
algorithm returns the ε-approximate answer. AM-GK returns (εW/N)-
approximate value of the maintained statistic over the bag of elements, 
while W is the max-window size and N is the current size of the window 
(N<W).  The SW-GK algorithm is a list of pairs (GT , DT), where	GT is an EH-
with-max structure and 	DT  is an EH structure. ε  is represented as the 
approximation factor of the underlying GK algorithm, and 
approximation factor ε3	for all GT  and 	DT . The window update way of 
SW-GK is to merge GT  and DT. The approximation error will increase after 
each merge. In the end, the SW-GK method returns a value v with a rank 
between (q-(ε+2ε3% ))W and (q+(ε+2ε3% ))W. where ε3%  to differentiate against 
the precision parameter ε3for GT and DT, as the actual approximation error 
can become bigger than ε3  after multiple merging of EH sketches. 
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6 Conclusions 
In this paper, we propose a method that can maintain the stream data 
distribution over the sliding fixed-size window, which can answer the 
quantile or rank query in a short time. Under the premise of maintaining 
the correctness, the insert time and query time are close to the best results. 
Based on the basic method, we also propose a time-based window model, 
which is more flexible than the fixed-size window. In addition, our 
algorithm has the mergeable property, making it more suitable for 
applications such as system monitoring and anomaly detection. To 
achieve the final aim, we have split it into 6 goals. The following part is 
the result of each goal. 

For the goal 1, we have study the basics knowledge about the processing 
algorithm and the quantile problem and got an overview of this area. 
During this period, we have read 5 classic papers in this area and known 
the existing solutions to this problem gradually by reading these papers. 

For the goal 2, we have study the basics knowledge about the window 
problem and read 3 papers about how to processing stream data over a 
sliding window. 

For the goal 3, according to the papers we read, we know the method they 
used and analyze the performance from the space usage, insert time, 
query time and correctness.  

For the goal 4, we wrote the code of our algorithm including the fixed-
size window algorithm and the time-based window algorithm. Then we 
used different data to test the correctness of our algorithm by drawing the 
CDF figure comparing our summary and the real data.  

For the goal 5, we written the code of window aggregation and also 
written the code about the split processing point to split the stream data 
into different nodes. So in this way, we can deploy our fixed-size window 
algorithm or time-based window algorithm into the distributed 
algorithm. 

For the goal 6, we finished the pseudo code, which can help others 
understand our algorithm and help us to analyze the algorithm. Then, we 
derived the space complexity, insert time complexity, query time 
complexity and the correctness of our algorithm by mathematical proof. 
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Then compared the result of our algorithm with other existing algorithms. 
then analyze the advantage the disadvantages of our algorithm. In the 
end, we finished the experiments with different algorithms using the 
same data set to see the performance of our algorithm. 

After finish all the goals, we can use our work to help detect the abnormal 
data or transactions in the bank which is our motivation at the beginning. 
For example, if the quantile of a new data or transactions is out of range 
of our threshold, we can consider this data is abnormal data and we need 
to take an eye of this data, in case of the fraud transaction. 

6.1 Ethical discussion  
Our main purpose is trying to find a method to help to analyze data 
online. According to the results of our algorithm, people can monitor 
system, mine data or detect fraud, which is very useful. The method we 
used and the result we get only based on the real data, and they will not 
cause the harmful effort to the society and people. But if someone uses 
our work in the bank risk monitoring system, it is not always able to 
detect abnormal data, which means we can’t just trust this method to 
protect the transactions in the bank.  

6.2 Future work 
If we accept the random method, the sampler is considered to be an 
effective method in the stream processing area. In the future, we are 
considering combining the sampler and our algorithm together to make 
further improvement to our algorithm. 

If we want our fixed-size window algorithm has a good insert time, we 
can consider another way to trigger the compact operation not just use an 
array. Maybe, in the future, we can come up with another method to 
trigger the compact operation, which is much faster than the previous 
ones. 

We can consider extending our algorithm to the n-of-N model. Under this 
model, a sketch is maintained for N most recently seen data elements. 
However, quantile queries can be issued against any n ≤ N. That is, for 
any φ ∈ (0, 1] and any n ≤ N, we can return φ-quantiles among the n 
most recent elements in a data stream seen so far. 

In many applications, data streams are distributed. If our data source is 
highly distributed, we need to design a method to continuously 
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computing the sketch in each node and merge their sketches. Maybe we 
need to have different layers. For example, we can merge some node 
sketches into one node and merge some other node sketches into another 
node. Then merge all the middle nodes together. In this way, we can get 
the final sketch of all the nodes. 

We can try to find a better way to merge all the sketches. In this paper, 
after some certain times, we do one merge operation, but the sketch has 
some data duplicate, which means, in the sliding window only little 
percent data are new data, most of them are still the old data. But our 
merge operation is still merged all the data into the sketch. So we are 
trying to find a better way that can keep the old data sketch and only 
merge the new data. In this way, we can save a lot of time in a merge 
operation. 
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Appendix A: Source Code 
The code of fixed-size window algorithm 
https://github.com/Titanssword/MaintainOrderOverSlidingWindow/blo
b/master/fixed-size-code.py 

The code of time-based window algorithm 
https://github.com/Titanssword/MaintainOrderOverSlidingWindow/blo
b/master/time-based-code.py 

The code of time-based window algorithm 
https://github.com/Titanssword/MaintainOrderOverSlidingWindow/blo
b/master/window-aggregation-code.py 

The class of our algorithm 
https://github.com/Titanssword/MaintainOrderOverSlidingWindow/blo
b/master/kll.py 

code of the query time experiments 
https://github.com/Titanssword/MaintainOrderOverSlidingWindow/blo
b/master/query_test.py 

code of the insert time experiments 
https://github.com/Titanssword/MaintainOrderOverSlidingWindow/blo
b/master/insert_test.py 

 
 


